Diamond Wipes Success Story

Diamond Wipes Easily Scales Production, Achieves Cost Savings,
and Drives Efﬁciency with Centralized Control

Challenge

Diamond Wipes’ legacy coding system had critical shortcomings; it could not
scale to meet a surge in demand as the system wasn’t centralized nor capable of
integration with other production systems. The legacy system had a clunky,
standalone user interface requiring manual intervention, slowing production on a
regular basis and drastically increasing the risk of coding errors.

Solution
Seamless scalability manages demand
surge

Centralized control increases efﬁciency
& reduces costs

Diamond Wipes chose Matthews Marking System's VIAjet
L-Series Thermal Inkjet (TIJ) Printers powered by MPERIA®.
MPERIA centralized control of all print data and allowed
seamless integration with Diamond’s existing database
system. Five L-Series L1 printers were initially deployed;
Diamond Wipes was so pleased with initial results that they
quickly installed ten more L1s across two facilities with plans
to expand across the full production facility with up to 50 L1s
in total.
Replacing the previous solution eliminated manual
intervention by factory personnel, centralized control of all
printers, reduced ink costs, and ensured any surges in
demand could be easily met.

Excellent ROI

Our new Matthews Marking Systems solution
has transformed our ability to adapt to
changing needs with ease and efficiency.
—

Ciprian Cretu
VP ENGINEERING, DIAMOND WIPES
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Our entire team is very pleased with the
performance of the system and the value it
delivers to our organization.

Results
• Signiﬁcant reduction in ink costs to roughly 30%
of the previous system

—

Ciprian Cretu
VP ENGINEERING, DIAMOND WIPES

• Substantial efﬁciency gains driven by MPERIA's
automation and centralized control
• Fantastic ROI with the expectation of a quick-turn
on the investment
• Seamless integration with existing production
systems and remote management via VNC
• Complete peace of mind with Matthews'
unmatched support and service

Diamond Wipes has plans to implement the
MPERIA solution across their production
facilities in California & Ohio.

Headquartered in Chino, California, Diamond Wipes has been proudly producing
American made products to a wide variety of prominent customers, including many
of the world’s top 50 beauty and personal care brands. In addition to OEM
manufacturing, Diamond Wipes distributes their own premium and value brands of
wet wipes for professional use in industries including foodservice, hospitality,
cleaning, and healthcare.
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